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The longitudinal magneto-optical Kerr effect is used to obtain a calibrated measure of the dynamic
magnetization response over the ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) profile for in-plane magnetized
Permalloy films excited with high power in-plane transverse microwave fields at 1.25 to 3.75 GHz and
in-plane precession angles up to about 20�. The data provide a profound demonstration of the Suhl
threshold effect for parametric spin wave generation for angles above about 14�, the magnetization
precession lock-up just above threshold, and the complicated response over the full FMR profile at very
high powers.
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Ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) can be separated into
two regimes. First, there is the low power small angle
response regime that can be described by a linearized
damped precession model [1]. Second, there is the high
power and generally larger angle response regime that
involves Suhl spin wave instability processes and threshold
effects [2]. The thresholds can occur at precession angles at
fractions of a degree for some single-crystal ferrites [3], or
tens of degrees for metallic thin films [4,5].

With the exception of inductive pick-up loop techniques
used for some of the early high power work on microwave
ferrites [6], the nonlinear Suhl response has generally been
inferred from microwave cavity measurements [4]. In re-
cent years, however, new coplanar waveguide (CPW) tech-
niques have been developed to study the FMR response,
particularly for metallic ferromagnetic films, in the time
domain with step field excitation [7,8] and in the field or
frequency domain with cw microwave excitation [1,9].
While CPW excitation is highly attractive for nonlinear
dynamics studies, the time domain FMR response to fast
rise time step fields does not appear to produce parametric
spin waves or show Suhl instability effects, even when the
dynamic magnetization deflection angles are in excess of
90� [10,11]. Recent time-resolved FMR measurements on
Permalloy films made with large amplitude microwave
pulses, however, do indicate a substantial increase in the
apparent damping as well as a decrease in the spatially
averaged magnetization [12]. These are precisely the ef-
fects associated with Suhl processes. Recent work has also
demonstrated the use of magneto-optical methods for FMR
measurements [13–15].

This Letter reports on a technique for the direct mea-
surement of the quantitative magnetization dynamics asso-
ciated with nonlinear ferromagnetic resonance (NLFMR)
in a thin film under cw microwave excitation in a CPW
structure. The method involves a new quantitative analysis
of the nonlinear response, obtained by direct longitudinal

magneto-optic Kerr effect (MOKE) measurements of the
change in the longitudinal component of the magnetization
Mz as a function of the static field, frequency, and micro-
wave field amplitude.

By way of example, specific results are given below for a
20 nm thick Permalloy film and a range of microwave
excitation frequencies from 1.25 to 3.75 GHz. The data
show the classic near uniform mode linear FMR response
for powers below the Suhl threshold, a lock-up in the
precession cone at and just above the threshold, and the
complicated nonlinear response that occurs at high power.
The MOKE-NLFMR method gives quantitative informa-
tion on the critical precession angle and microwave field
amplitude at the onset of the Suhl instability. In combina-
tion with theory, the data also yield a determination of the
spin wave relaxation rate for the critical modes. One
special advantage of the MOKE-NLFMR technique is
that the Suhl processes, both at and above threshold, can
be identified directly.

The threshold microwave field amplitude for this pro-
cess, hcrit, may be written as

 hcrit � �HFMR

�
2�k
Wk!M

�
1=2
: (1)

Here, �HFMR is the half-power FMR field swept line-
width and �k denotes the relaxation rate of the critical spin
wave mode. The real positive dimensionless Wk parameter
reflects the coupling between the uniform mode and the
critical spin wave mode for the thin film geometry [16].Wk
is generally a function of the film parameters, the field, and
the frequency. In the present case, Wk is in the 0.1–0.4
range, depending on the pumping frequency. The parame-
ter !M � �0j�jMs expresses the saturation magnetization
of the film, Ms, in frequency units. Here, �0 and � denote
the permeability of free space and the electron gyromag-
netic ratio, respectively. Equation (1) shows that a mea-
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surement of hcrit, coupled with a proper theoretical evalu-
ation of Wk, can yield a determination of the critical mode
spin wave relaxation rate. This is one of the key realiza-
tions from the Suhl theory.

The 20 nm thick Ni80Fe20 films were sputter deposited
on glass in an in-plane field of 20 kA=m (250 Oe) to define
the uniaxial anisotropy easy axis. This ensures a symmetric
response around the equilibrium axis even at low bias fields
and large pump fields when the bias field is aligned parallel
to the easy axis. The films were capped with a 12 nm sili-
con nitride protective overcoat. Standard magnetometry
gave a saturation induction �0Ms value of 1.07 T
(10.7 kG).

The experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. 1. The
sample was placed film side down on a CPW structure with
the film easy axis parallel to the static field H and the CPW
line axis, as indicated. The film was insulated from the
CPW structure with a 1 mm polyimide layer. The micro-
wave pump field h was applied through the application of
1 kHz square-wave modulated microwave power to the
signal line. The amplitude (h) of the pump field was
calibrated from the voltage at the CPW output. We mea-
sured the magnetization response across the center con-
ductor and found a homogeneous response until close to
the edges, where the pump field direction changes from in-
plane to out-of-plane.

The longitudinal MOKE setup was composed of an s
polarized 800 nm, 4 mW laser beam focused to a 20 �m
diameter spot size at the sample, a standard polarization
analyzer, a photodiode, and a lock-in amplifier for detec-
tion. The magnetization Mz component serves to rotate the
plane of polarization of the incident beam slightly, but with
little if any elliptical distortion. The My component makes
no contributions to the polarization change to first order, as
we probe the magnetization with incoming s polarization.

The polar MOKE Mx signal, as well as the quadratic con-
tribution of Mx �My, average to zero because of the low
10 kHz bandwidth of the photodiode that is far below the
nominal 1–4 GHz range of FMR excitation frequencies
in the experiments. Possible polarization rotation contri-
butions originating from the glass substrate are subtracted
by the nature of the lock-in detection technique. For
Permalloy films with an angle of incidence of 45�, the
maximum Kerr rotation for a full magnetization reversal is
about 500 �rad. For an analyzer setting at 1� off the
crossed polarizer-analyzer configuration as used here, the
output light intensity is approximately linear in Mz.

Because of the nanosecond time scale for the FMR
response and the anticipated parametric Suhl response, in
combination with the low bandwidth of the photodiode, the
detected signal will correspond to the change in the time
averaged z component of the magnetization, taken as
�hMzi, between the power on and power off time intervals
of the square-wave modulation. The raw signals were
calibrated against the maximum possible MOKE response
obtained by alternatively saturating the film in the �z
directions. This was done by the application of a symmet-
ric 4:8 kA=m (60 Oe) peak-to-peak square-wave field drive
at 2 Hz. The calibrated signal then corresponds to
�hMzi=Ms. For in-plane magnetized Permalloy films and
the range of microwave frequencies used here, the preces-
sion cone is effectively flat and constrained to lie in the y-z
plane, as defined in Fig. 1. The maximum change in the
magnetization z component �Mz over a precession cycle,
taken as �Mz, is then close to 2�hMzi and the in-plane
precession angle is equal to cos�1�1��Mz=Ms�.

Full sets of �Mz=Ms vsH profiles that correspond to the
FMR response were obtained for h values from about 70 to
400 A=m (0.9 to 5.0 Oe). The FMR field HR was obtained
as the maximum response point on a given �Mz=Ms vs H
profile at low power. The HR�!� response generally
matched the thin film FMR condition in the low frequency
limit, ! � j�j�0��HR 	Hk�Ms


1=2, where Hk is the uni-
axial anisotropy field. Fits to this relation gave j�j and Hk
values consistent with field-deposited Permalloy films.

Figure 2 gives results for the frequency !=2� �
2:25 GHz. Similar results were found at other frequencies.
Figure 2(a) shows �Mz=Ms vsH profiles for the full range
of h values noted above. The solid circles identify the
maximum �Mz=Ms points from curve to curve. Under
the assumption of a constant overall magnetization vector,
generally valid only at low power, the numbers on the
vertical axis give in-plane precession angles from about
8� at �Mz=Ms � 0:01 to about 20� at �Mz=Ms � 0:06.
The break in the data at �Mz=Ms � 0:03 and h � hcrit �
130 A=m (1.6 Oe) corresponds to the Suhl threshold. The
in-plane precession angle at this point is about 14�. The
corresponding critical �Mz value, taken as �Mzc, is close
to 0:03Ms. For h values below 120 A=m (1.5 Oe), the
�Mz�H� profiles translate into transverse magnetization
amplitude jmy�H�j response that closely matches linear
FMR theory.
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FIG. 1. Schematic of experiment. The thin film is placed on
top of a coplanar waveguide (CPW) structure with the film easy
axis and the static applied field H parallel to the CPW line and
the z direction. The field h is generated by the CPW line and the
modulated microwave input. The longitudinal magneto-optical
Kerr effect detection scheme is shown schematically by the
s-polarized laser beam, the analyzer, and the photodiode.
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Figure 2(b) shows the maximum �Mz=Ms points from
Fig. 2(a) as a function of h. The solid circles show the data.
There are three distinct regions: (i) There is a smooth
quadratic increase for h values below hcrit; (ii) there is an
apparent lock-up in �Mz at �Mzc as h moves from hcrit up
to about 200 A=m (2.5 Oe); (iii) as h moves to higher h
values, the increase in �Mz=Ms resumes. The quadratic
increase at low h is related to the linear FMR response.
Both the lock-up and resumed increase for h � hcrit relate
to the Suhl NLFMR response. As these data show, the
MOKE-NLFMR technique makes all of these responses
accessible by simple and direct experimental means, and in
a form that is amenable to ready analysis.

Consider the low power response in somewhat more
detail. When the anisotropy easy axis is aligned parallel
to the bias field direction the transversemy response will be
linear in h. In the small signal limit, with jMj � Ms and
jmyj  Ms, one can write �Mz=Ms � jmyj

2=2M2
s . The

theoretical low power FMR (LPFMR) �Mz�h� response,
therefore, is quadratic in h. The dashed LPFMR labeled
line in Fig. 2(b) shows a quadratic fit to the data for h <
130 A=m. The linear theory gives an overall LPFMR
response with jmyj � 2Msh=�HFMR and �Mz=Ms �

2h2=�H2
FMR. The fit shown corresponds to an FMR line-

width of 980 A=m (12.2 Oe). This value matches the half-
power linewidth obtained directly from the low power
jmy�H�j profiles for h < hcrit.

The lock-up and the high power �Mz=Ms vs h response
are related to the above-threshold steady-state dynamics.
Various approaches have been used to model this type of
nonlinear response. These include a back reaction of the
parametric spin waves on the FMR mode [2], nonlinear
damping associated with the spin waves [17], and a phase
limiting mechanism through what is often called the S
theory [18].

Following L’vov [19], the S theory yields a working
equation for �Mz above threshold of the form:

 R
�Mz

�Mzc
	

�����������������������������
�Mz

�Mzc

�
2
� 1

s
� R

h
hcrit

������������
�Mz

�Mzc

s
: (2)

The R parameter controls the level of the phase limita-
tion and is on the order of unity. In physical terms, this
limitation is due to a power dependent change in phase
between the pair of parametrically excited spin waves and
the microwave field that results in a decrease in the effec-
tive pumping power. There is no phase limitation for R � 0
and the lock-up would remain constant at �Mz � �Mzc.
For a very large R, parametric spin wave excitation would
be suppressed at any power. The S theory curve in Fig. 2
was obtained for �Mzc=Ms � 0:03, hcrit � 130 A=m, and
R � 0:6. One can see that Eq. (2) models the above-
threshold data extremely well with a moderate choice of
R. Applications of the first two approaches cited above do
not give acceptable fits to the data. Taken more generally,
these results may well be an indication that the phase
limitation mechanism also plays a dominant role in the
large angle dynamic magnetization response in metallic
thin films.

Figure 3 summarizes key results for all frequencies.
Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the �HFMR and hcrit versus
frequency results. The lines show linear fits. Figure 3(c)
shows the theoretical variation in Wk with frequency from
the S theory. The solid circles in Fig. 3(d) show final results
on the spin wave relaxation rate �k versus frequency, based
on Eq. (1) and the results in Figs. 3(a)–3(c). As a basis of
comparison, the open circles in 3(d) show the uniform
mode relaxation rate �0 versus frequency, and the horizon-
tal line shows the mean �0 value. The linear frequency
dependence for �HFMR in Fig. 3(a) is typical for metallic
thin films [1]. The slope of the linear fit corresponds to a
Gilbert damping parameter � value of about 0.005. The
zero-frequency linewidth intercept at �Hinh � 302 A=m
(3.8 Oe) can be ascribed to inhomogeneous line broad-
ening. One can see that the hcrit response in 3(b) is also
more or less linear in frequency. When combined with the
nearly linear Wk versus frequency response in 3(c), along
with the effects of the nonzero intercepts in 3(a)–3(c), the
end result is an �k that appears to be relatively level for
!=2�> 2:5 GHz, and drops off at lower frequencies.

The correlation between the �k results and the intrinsic
FMR relaxation rate �0 is significant. The open circle
points come from the working equation that connects the
assumed intrinsic FMR linewidth, �H � �HFMR �
�Hinh, to � in the narrow linewidth limit, namely �H �
2�!=j�j, in combination with the relaxation rate connec-
tion applicable in the low frequency limit, �0 � �!M=2
[1].

The results in Fig. 3(d) indicate that the critical spin
wave mode relaxation rate is more or less frequency inde-
pendent and very close to the intrinsic uniform mode
relaxation rate for frequencies above 2.5 GHz. This indi-

 

FIG. 2. (a) Collage of profiles of the measured change in the
longitudinal magnetization component �Mz, normalized to the
magnetization Ms, as a function of the static field H for a range
of microwave field amplitude h values, as indicated. The maxi-
mum values at a given h are shown by the solid circles.
(b) Maximum �Mz=Ms values from (a) versus h, with fitted
curves from low power FMR (LPFMR) theory and the nonlinear
S theory, as indicated. The microwave frequency was 2.25 GHz.
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cates that both the spin wave relaxation rate from the Suhl
threshold data and the �-based uniform mode relaxation
rate have a common origin. Suhl instability is generally
taken to depend on intrinsic relaxation rates. The clear
match up between �k and �0, therefore, supports a con-
clusion that both are due to the magnon-electron relaxation
processes that are generally accepted as the source of the
intrinsic ferromagnetic relaxation in metals [20]. For fre-
quencies below 2.5 GHz, interestingly, �k appears to drop
off. The important point for this Letter, as noted earlier, is
that MOKE-NLFMR allows one to access these behaviors
in a direct way. Significant work remains to fully under-
stand the ramifications of these spin wave loss parameters
and connections with the FMR loss.

In summary, a new MOKE based analysis for direct
nonlinear FMR measurements has been developed. The
data reveal a wide range of spin wave instability effects
that include clear signatures for the second order Suhl
threshold hcrit and the above-threshold steady-state re-
sponse. The hcrit values are consistent with fundamental
relaxation rate considerations. The response above thresh-
old can be well modeled in terms of dephasing effects, as
quantified through the S theory of Zakharov and L’vov.
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FIG. 3. (a)–(d) show, respectively, the low power FMR line-
width �HFMR, the threshold field hcrit, the theoretical critical
mode coupling factor Wk, and the extracted spin wave relaxation
rate �k versus frequency. The lines in (a) and (b) show a linear
fit. (d) also shows the uniform mode relaxation rate �0 versus
frequency.
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